
AN ACCOUNT OF AN EXAMPLE OF OPERANT CONDITIONING

Operant conditioning is a learning process whereby deliberate behaviors are reinforced through consequences. It differs
from classical conditioning, also called.

Thus one may ask why it happens in the first place. The ABC model is used in schools or in institutions caring
for people with learning difficulties. Instead, he suggested, we should look only at the external, observable
causes of human behavior. Behaviorism defined much of psychology for the second half of the 20th century,
but is currently being combined with other psychological perspectives. Negative Reinforcement The removal
of an unpleasant reinforcer can also strengthen behavior. Consider a scenario where a student elaborately
explains his presentation. Whereas reinforcement is meant to encourage a certain behavior, punishment is
meant to discourage a certain behavior. When the parent behaves as the child wants, the unpleasant condition -
the screaming and crying - stops. Praising a pet or providing a treat when they obey instructions -- like being
told to sit or heel -- both helps the pet understand what is desired and encourages it to obey future commands.
Reinforce desired behavior For example, congratulate the individual on weight losses. Some may occur
spontaneously and others purposely, but it is the consequences of these actions that then influence whether or
not they occur again in the future. Two processes are involved: classical conditioning of the signal followed by
operant conditioning of the escape response: a Classical conditioning of fear. In young children or those with
impaired learning, the rewards need to be closely associated with the action. Another procedure is called
"extinction". The cat made fewer mistakes and escaped the negative situation of the box quicker. The operant
conditioning chamber, popularly known as a Skinner box , was his solution. Here are a few examples.
Reinforcement occurs only after a certain interval of time has elapsed. Example By way of example, consider
the implications of reinforcement theory as applied to the development of programmed instruction Markle, ;
Skinner, Practice should take the form of question stimulus â€” answer response frames which expose the
student to the subject in gradual steps Require that the learner make a response for every frame and receive
immediate feedback Try to arrange the difficulty of the questions so the response is always correct and hence a
positive reinforcement Ensure that good performance in the lesson is paired with secondary reinforcers such as
verbal praise, prizes and good grades. Application Operant conditioning has been widely applied in clinical
settings i. That is, every time the behavior occurs, reinforcement is provided. Cholinergic projections, in
contrast, are dense even in the posterior cortical regions like the primary visual cortex. Negative reinforcement
rewards a behavior by removing an unpleasant stimulus, rather than adding a pleasant one. Thanks to classical
conditioning, you might have developed the habit of heading to the kitchen for a snack every time a
commercial comes on while you are watching your favorite television program. Reinforcement and
punishment take place almost every day in natural settings as well as in more structured settings such as the
classroom or therapy sessions. It is a highly specialised form of learning known as instrumental learning and is
used in many contexts including good parenting and even training animals. The consequences: What can you
do to re-enforce the desirable behaviour? Psychological Review, 57 4 ,  There are two kinds of punishment:
Positive punishment , sometimes referred to as punishment by application, presents an unfavorable event or
outcome in order to weaken the response it follows. A continuous reinforcement schedule commonly
abbreviated CRF provides reinforcement for all noted behaviors. If you shout out an answer in class and your
teacher scolds you, then you might be less likely to interrupt the class again. If the response requirement is low
there may be no pause; if the response requirement is high the organism may quit responding altogether.
Either may be positive or negative. In situations that reflect positive reinforcement, a response or behavior is
strengthened by the addition of something, such as praise or a direct reward.


